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In life we love to receive surprises from our loved ones on special
occasions, we enjoy those special moments and wish the same to
everyone; but life in general offers different surprises good or bad. I
consider life to be like a “sine curve”, a mixture of ups (good times) and
downs (difficult or bad times).
Without this mixture, life will never be as beautiful as it is, it would
be boring. What matters is trying to understand, what I consider to be
a bad surprise can turned to be the best present one has ever received.
Personally I take every challenge in life as an opportunity to appreciate
little things we take for granted in our daily life. I get strength believing
that everything happen for a reason and tomorrow is a better day.
We are all born with nothing, growing up we go through the “sine
curve” and how we overcome all challenges in our way differs from
one person to the other. Whether it is manmade or natural calamities
let’s say a war, we all naturally react the same way, no matter the skin
colour, origin, culture orientation, language we speak... With this in
mind, we as human being have something in common which I call
human intersection.
My Art work takes you through the journey of my personal experience,
what I went through taught me a lot about life; there is no formula of
life. By the grace of God, I am thankful of where I am, and the challenges
of life, specially my life as asylum seeker, made me stronger and wiser.
The message I would like to give all refugees worldwide and everyone
who is facing challenges in life is that, life is a mixture of sunshine and
rain, tearful moments and laughter, pleasure and pain no matter the
skin colour, the origin, culture, language … therefore as human being
this is something we have in common. Always remember, there was
never a cloud the sun could not shine through, and as long as one still
alive everything is possible. You are not alone, be strong, utilise your
potentials and capabilities and all opportunities hidden in what you
consider as negative to create a positive future to benefit the society you
live in and the world at large.
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